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METHODOLIGIES INVOLVED IN BOTH COURSES
MODELLING
4-STEP-MODEL
LEARNING BY DOING

Based on de I.O 2 Handbook, it was used “Modelling”, the “4–Step-Model” and “Learning by Doing”.
• In the 4-Step-Level the techer divided sessions into four steps:
1. Preparation and tutor-explanation.
2. Demonstration and tutor-explanation.
3. Replication and student-explanation.
4. Consolidation by correct practicing.
• The apprentice was first introduced to the task, and the individual learning steps helped him to
structure it. Finally with the help of imitation and independent practice, the task was deepened and
consolidated.
• In modelling, the trainer promoted learning experiences throught the observation of behaviour
acting as a model, then the task was reproduced.
• The affectionate and loving attitude of the model was an important condition to learn through
example.

COOKING SECTOR - LEARNING UNIT FROM COURSE 1
LO1- WORKING IN THE KITCHEN
LO2- WORKING IN THE KITCHEN STORAGE
COOKING SECTOR - LEARNING UNIT FROM COURSE 2
LO1- WORKING IN THE KITCHEN
LO2- SERVING AND RECOMENDING FOOD AND DRINKS

INSTRUMENTS AND EDUCATIONAL MEDIATORS USED TO TEACH
ABILITIES AND SKILLS FOR SN PEOPLE – same in both courses
Respect to visual
materials:
• food glossary
kitchen,
restaurant
equipment,
videos or
photographic
recipes were the
main instrument
used to teach
abilities and skills
for SN.

Food Glossary

Kitchen and Restaurant Videos
equipment

Photographic
récipe book

First Course
• Five students have attended to the pacetraining course showing differents scales of
disability from 36 % to 83%.
• They don’t present a specific disability, with the exception of Jesús who suffers
Steiner´s syndrome with phisical disability caused by this type of neurological disease.
(His muscles lose stheght gradually).
• Luis has some aspects of the Asperger´s syndrome.
• Juan Carlos presents the highest scale of disability (83 %) and he can´t read or write.
• At first, it was thought that some scales of disability weren´t suitable for training, but
trainers were shocked by these students ability of superation and motivation.
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• Project students working
together during the Project.
• It was pretended taking into
account the labour reality in
which students must be
inserted and the need to
favour the developing of
attitudes of solidarity and
participation.

CONTENTS
Content related with the cooking
sector used to divided into 8
topics.

*Many of this elaborations are
difficult, but students have been
able to do them, not only
elaborating recipes but also
presenting different dishes.

1.1. Aperitivos, entremeses y tapas.
- Brazo de gitano salado.
- Croquetas.
- Tortilla de patata.
- Pizza.
1.1.1 Canapés, tartaletas, pinchos y tapas.
- Quiche
- Empanadillas.
1.1.2 Entremeses.
1.1.3 Recetas.
2. Huevos.
2.1 Preparados sin cáscara.
- Huevos rellenos
3. Arroz
3.1 Cocción del arroz.
3.2 Recetas.
- Risotto de arroz con espárragos.

4. Pastas
4.1 Cocción de la pasta y sus aplicaciones.
4.2 Salsas de acompañamiento para las salsas.
4.3 Recetas.
5. Sopas y cremas.
5.1 Recetas.
- Crema de calabaza
6. Carnes
6.1 Recetas.
Hamburguesa
7. Pescados y mariscos.
7.1 Recetas.
-Gambas al ajillo.
- Boquerones (marinados, rebozados).
8. Postres básicos.
- Pan de Calatrava.
- Tortitas y crêpes.
- Brazo de gitano de chocolate.
- Nubes y gelatinas dulces.
- Tejas.

This photo shows
some of the
elaborations that
students have carried
out.
First under
supervision, later with
more autonomy.
In general, the
dynamics of the course
have been effective.

Second Course
• Nine students have attended to the course. They
show differents scales of disability from 33 % to 83%.
• They don´t present a specific disability, with the
exception of Rocio and Vicente, whose suffer Down´s
syndrome and Jesus who suffers Steiner´s syndrome.
• Juan Carlos presented the highest scale of disability
(83 %) and he can´t read or write.
of superation and motivation.
• From 17th February to 13th of March

CONTENTS
• Contents related to cooking sector we have
used are divided into five topics as we can
see in the image.
• Many of this elaborations are difficult but
students were able to do them, not only
elaborating recipes but also presenting
different dishes.

1. Aperitivos, entremeses y tapas.
- Sorbetes y batidos.
- Tortilla de patata.
- Pizza.
- Tortitas de salmón ahumado
- Sushi de tortilla francesa
2. Huevos.
- Huevos rellenos
3. Carnes
- Hamburguesa
- Pollo crujiente al estilo japonés.
4. Postres básicos.
- Pan de Calatrava.
- Tarta de manzana
- Tejas.
5. Servicio de sala

This photo shows
some of the
elaborations that
students have carried
out.
First under
supervision, later with
more autonomy.
In general, the
dynamics of the course
have been effective.

Jesús, Pedro Félix,
Juan Carlos, Juan
José, Rocío, Vicente,
Rosa, Juan Antonio
and Segundo have
shown to have an
enviable capacity for
improvement with an
enormous desire to
learn.

In conclusion, these photos show our students at different times throughout the course, where they have been
able to develop different skills related to the world of cooking. Collaborating in this project has been, without a
doubt, an invaluable experience.

SOFT SKILLS
• Apart from professional competences, students have developed important
soft-skills: self-competence, social competence and communication
competence.
• Although they had a specific area of work, sometimes they shared
instalations and free time with others students. They have participate in the
daily routine in the same way the rest of the learners, interacting with them
like they were mates since months.
• Even they have colaborated in the final party, not only preparing delicious
snacks, which were enjoyed by family and Friends, but also making a speech
about their experience in Efa La Serna. They chose Pedro Félix as speaker and
he delivered a moving acceptance speech.
• Also they received a certificate in the same way that the resto of the pupils.

